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Analytical Bounds for Dynamic Multi-Channel Discrimination

Cillian Harney and Stefano Pirandola
Department of Computer Science, University of York, York YO10 5GH, United Kingdom

The ability to precisely discriminate multiple quantum channels is fundamental to achieving quan-
tum enhancements in data-readout, target detection, pattern recognition, and more. Optimal dis-
crimination protocols often rely on entanglement shared between an incident probe and a protected
idler-mode. While these protocols can be highly advantageous over classical ones, the storage of
idler-modes is extremely challenging in practice. In this work, we investigate idler-free block proto-
cols based on the use of multipartite entangled probe states. In particular, we focus on a class of
idler-free protocol which uses non-disjoint distributions of multipartite probe states irradiated over
multi-channels, known as dynamic discrimination protocols. We derive new, analytical bounds for
the average error probability of such protocols in a bosonic Gaussian channel setting, revealing idler-
free strategies that display performance close to idler-assistance for powerful, near-term quantum
sensing applications.

A critical setting of quantum hypothesis testing [1–6]
is Quantum Channel Discrimination (QCD), in which a
discriminator is tasked with discerning between a col-
lection of quantum channels [7–9]. Quantum channels
are ubiquitous in their description of physical phenom-
ena. Hence the design of QCD protocols that leverage
superiority over optimal classical strategies, offers excit-
ing technological advancement in many fields of quantum
sensing; data read-out [10–17], target-detection [18–31],
cryptography [32, 33] and more.
Whilst binary QCD has been an avenue of intense re-

search ever since Helstrom’s seminal work in the late
1960’s, much less is known about multi-channel discrim-
ination protocols (MQCD). In this setting, one must dis-
tinguish between multiple quantum channels, or chan-
nel patterns, which consist of an arrangement of m ≥ 2
channels. MQCD is then the task of classifying between
different channel patterns, from a potentially large and
non-uniform pattern space. There is also an enormous
space of generally adaptive quantum protocols that can
be employed for such a task, making the determination
of optimal protocols extremely difficult.
A new insight has been obtained with the advent of

Channel Position Finding (CPF) [34]. CPF describes
the multi-ary discrimination task of locating a single tar-
get channel hidden amongst background channels. It
has been recently shown that special classes of multi-
channels satisfying joint teleportation covariance can be
optimally discriminated non-adaptively [35, 36], using
quantum probes consistent of a signal-mode and idler-
mode which are maximally entangled. The signal-mode
interacts with a channel, while the idler-mode is perfectly
preserved from decoherence. With a particular focus on
the bosonic quantum channel setting, these probes take
the form of Two Mode Squeezed Vacuum (TMSV) states,
and can be used to define optimal protocols for the dis-
crimination of Gaussian Phase Insensitive (GPI) chan-
nels. Furthermore, the CPF framework provides a step-
ping stone to increasingly complex discrimination prob-
lems, unveiling quantum enhancements in future pattern
recognition applications [37, 38].

Unfortunately, the necessity of ancillary idler-modes

poses a considerable practical challenge, as it is never pos-
sible to offer perfect protection from decoherence. The
alleviation of loss or noise may be achieved via quantum
memories; however the design of quantum memories with
simultaneously long storage time and memory efficiency
is a prominent theoretical/experimental hurdle, and ac-
tive area of research [39–42]. It is thus desirable to ask:
Do there exist high performance idler-free discrimination
protocols that offer quantum advantage?
This question has been recently addressed through the

use of multipartite entangled probe states [43, 44]. While
mostly unexplored, the alternative utilisation of multi-
partite probe-mode entanglement has been shown to of-
fer expedient quantum advantage, opening new doors
to practically feasible multi-channel discrimination. Re-
search in [44] showed that idler-free, multipartite entan-
gled probe states can be designed that are superior over
classical protocols for large regions of channel parame-
ter space, in some cases matching the efficacy of idler-
assistance. Yet, the enormous space of possible multi-
partite probing structures and complexity of performance
benchmarking meant that much of this analysis was nu-
merical, focussing on smaller pattern dimensions.
Here, we improve upon this progress by deriving an-

alytical discrimination error bounds for unassisted dis-
crimination protocols using multipartite entangled probe
states. We investigate unassisted dynamic discrimination
protocols, where multi-channels are probed by multipar-
tite input states which reconfigure and vary their spatial
probing domains over the course of multiple rounds. Re-
markably, the variation of probing domains provide an in-
trinsic error-correcting behaviour for non-adaptive, idler-
free protocols. By carefully engineering these protocols
with entangled CV-GHZ states (the bosonic analogue to
the discrete-variable GHZ state), then we derive analyti-
cal error probability bounds for the tasks of bosonic quan-
tum reading and environment localisation [10, 45]. These
are problems which are relevant to accomplishing future
quantum enhancements in optical data-readout/transfer,
quantum cryptography, and pattern recognition.
This paper proceeds as follows: In Section I the tasks of

quantum pattern recognition and multi-channel discrim-
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ination are introduced, and channel patterns are spec-
ified to bosonic Gaussian quantum channels. In Sec-
tion II we review recent developments in the regime of
unassisted protocols, and specifically define fixed and dy-
namic block protocols which exploit multipartite quan-
tum states. A general method for the derivation of ana-
lytical error bounds associated with unassisted fixed and
dynamic block protocols is developed in Section III. Sec-
tion IV then applies the machinery of the previous sec-
tions to produce the key results of this paper; provid-
ing new, compact error bounds for high-performance dy-
namic block protocols. Finally, Section V concludes our
work, with discussions of future investigative paths.

I. PRELIMINARIES

A. Quantum Pattern Recognition

Let us define a binary quantum channel pattern as an
m-length multi-channel, where each channel is charac-
terised as a background channel (B) or a target quantum
channel (T ),

Ei := Ei1 ⊗ Ei2 ⊗ . . .⊗ Eim , (1)

=

m
⊗

k=1

Eik , ik ∈ {B, T}. (2)

This object is best interpreted as a quantum mechan-
ical representation of an m-pixel image described by a
sequence of binary variables i = i1, . . . , im. Each pixel
ik ∈ {B, T} can be described by a background channel
EB or target channel ET which describes a physical prop-
erty of the environment that is being investigated; such
as environmental temperature, or reflectivity of a sur-
face. As such, quantum patterns can be used to provide
a language for pattern recognition in terms of generally
quantum resources.
A channel pattern describes a single instance of a bi-

nary quantum multi-channel. For multi-channel discrim-
ination, we are concerned with discriminating ensembles
of multi-channels from one another. For this reason, we
may define an image space U = {i1, i2, . . . , iN} as a col-
lection of channel patterns. Then, given an arbitrary im-
age space U it possible to define binary quantum pattern
recognition as the task of discriminating a statistical en-
semble of quantum multi-channels {pi; Ei}i∈U , such that
{Ei}i∈U is a set of possible multi-channels, each of which
occur according to the probability distribution {pi}i∈U .

There are a number of important image spaces that
can be used to model physical scenarios for future quan-
tum technologies. Of course, it is essential to consider the
uniform binary image space i ∈ Um which collects all 2m

possible combinations of binary m-channels. This image
space has been studied from the perspective of optical
and thermal pattern recognition [37, 38] (and can also
be referred to as quantum barcode decoding). This is
the most difficult quantum pattern recognition scenario,
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Figure 1. Examples of CPF image spaces for m = 9-length
binary channel patterns. Furthermore, the complete set of all
binary channel patterns can be decomposed into the sets of
u-CPF image spaces.

since a discrimination protocol must be able to distin-
guish between all possible binary patterns.
The challenge of channel position finding (CPF) is cap-

ture via a smaller, more specific image space [34]. Indeed,
m-channel CPF is the task of identifying a single target
channel which is hidden amongst (m − 1) background
channels. This can be captured by considering an im-
age space UCPF which contains all the possible m-length
patterns that possess exactly one target channel, e.g. for
m = 3,

UCPF = {{B,B, T}, {B, T,B}, {T,B,B}},
= {{0, 0, 1}, {0, 1, 0}, {1, 0, 0}}, (3)

where we can equivalently represent channel patterns as
binary strings, such that ij = 0 represents a background
channel, and ij = 1 represents a target channel. More
generally, we can investigate a u-CPF image space, which
is the set of all m-length channel patterns such that each
pattern contains precisely u target channels. This image
space Uu

CPF contains a total of Cu
m = m!

u!(m−u)! patterns

(where Cu
m is the binomial coefficient). Clearly, when

u = 1, we retrieve the original task of single target CPF.
CPF is an extremely useful platform for investigating

quantum pattern recognition. It immediately models a
number of relevant tasks within target detection, quan-
tum enhanced data-readout, and much more. Further-
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more, the construction of effective protocols for multi-
channel discrimination in this framework can act as a
primitive for studying more complex tasks, and inventing
high performance protocols in more challenging settings.
In Fig. 1 we illustrate the CPF image spaces and how
they decompose the complete binary pattern space.

B. Multi-Channel Block Protocols

The most general adaptive discrimination protocol is
described as a quantum comb [46]. This is a quantum
circuit board that possesses M “slots” which may be
filled with instances ofm-length channel patterns Ei. The
comb itself is a register with an arbitrary number of quan-
tum systems, initially prepared in some state ρ0. Each
slot in the comb offers an opportunity to interrogate a
multi-channel using quantum systems from the register.
Before and after each pattern instance, the discriminator
may perform arbitrary joint quantum operations (QOs),
which can be assumed to be trace-preserving. This allows
for the exploitation of unlimited entanglement shared be-
tween input and output, and feedback that can be used
to adaptively optimise subsequent pattern interactions.
After M adaptive probings, the comb is in its final state
ρMi , and is subject to an optimal, joint POVM {Πi′}i′∈U .
This result of this measurement can be classically post-
processed to infer the channel pattern with some proba-
bility of error. Let us denote general adaptive protocols
by the label P, and assuming that any pattern Ei occurs
with probability pi then the average classification error
probability is given by

perr(P) :=
∑

i 6=i′∈U
piTr

[

Πi′ρ
M
i

]

. (4)

Here, the sum runs over all unequal channel patterns
in the image space. The generality of P makes it very
difficult to determine optimal strategies and their perfor-
mance. Despite advancements in this pursuit [36, 47], in
practice it is much easier to employ non-adaptive proto-
cols.
Block protocols B present an extremely important sub-

class of discrimination protocol, in which channel pat-
terns are irradiated with M identical and independent
copies of some input probe state ρ⊗M . The classification
error probability is now,

perr(B) :=
∑

i 6=i′∈U
piTr

[

Πi′ρ
⊗M
i

]

. (5)

If this protocol makes use of entangled, ancillary idler-
modes then it is a block-assisted protocol Ba. Other-
wise, it is a block-unassisted protocol Bu. Block-assisted
protocols are often highly effective, but demand perfect
protection of idler-modes in order to maintain entangle-
ment with the signal-mode. Such protocols also rely on
quantum memories in order to store and preserve their

idlers, which poses a significant challenge for near-term
quantum technologies.
We can benchmark multi-channel discrimination

performance via general, fidelity-based bounds from
Refs. [48, 49]. Let us define the Bures fidelity as,

F (ρ, σ) = ‖√ρ√σ‖1 = Tr
√√

ρσ
√
ρ. (6)

Now consider an m-length channel image space i ∈ U
that generates the ensemble of multi-channels {pi, Ei}i∈U
with prior distribution {pi}i∈U . Assuming the use of
generic, M -copy input states ρ⊗M , then the error proba-
bility perr of this discriminatory protocol is bounded by,

perr ≥
1

2

∑

i 6=i′

pipi′F
2M (ρi, ρi′), (7)

perr ≤
∑

i 6=i′

√
pipi′F

M (ρi, ρi′), (8)

where we have used the multiplicativity of the fidelity,
F (ρ⊗M , σ⊗M ) = FM (ρ, σ) to simplify our bounds.
Throughout this work we focus on deriving bounds for

the worst case discrimination scenario, such that no a
priori information is known about the probability distri-
bution {pi}i∈U . That is, we assume that all channel pat-
terns may occur with equal probability, pi = 1/|U|, ∀i ∈
U . In this case, it is useful to define a total error quantity
for an arbitrary block protocol,

D[U ,M ] :=
∑

i 6=i′∈U
FM (ρi, ρi′), (9)

such that the error probability bounds in Eqs. (7) and
(8) can be more succinctly written as

1

2|U|2D[U , 2M ] ≤ perr ≤
1

|U|D[U ,M ]. (10)

C. Bosonic Gaussian Quantum Patterns

In this work, we focus on the discrimination of Gaus-
sian phase insensitive (GPI) channels. These are a fam-
ily of bosonic quantum channels ubiquitous in quantum
metrology, communications, and computation. They are
parameterised by transmissivity τ and induced environ-
mental noise ν [50, 51]. GPI channels preserve the Gaus-
sianity of input states, and are described by symplectic
transformations on the covariance matrix (CM) and first
moments vector of a Gaussian state. If V is an CM of
a single-mode Gaussian state (with zero first moments),
then its transformation under the action of a GPI chan-
nel with transmissivity τ and environmental noise ν is
given by

V 7→ (
√
τI) V (

√
τI)T + νI, (11)

where I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix, and T denotes the
transposition operator. Sequences of GPI channels with
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different transmissivity/noise properties can therefore be
used to construct quantum channel patterns.
Setting τ = η, and ν = 1−η

2 such that η ∈ (0, 1), de-
scribes a bosonic pure-loss channel. The discrimination
of bosonic loss is integral to the task of quantum reading
[10, 37], in which a user is tasked with retrieving classical
data from an optical memory, using quantum resources
and measurements to enhance performance. Classical in-
formation can be stored in cells of different transmis-
sivity, ηj ∈ {ηB , ηT }. Constructing practical, quantum-
enhanced protocols for multi-lossy channel discrimina-
tion is invaluable for high-rate data-readout/transfer,
and optical pattern recognition.
Alternatively one may investigate patterns constituent

of thermal-loss/amplifier or additive-noise channels, in
which environmental noise is considered. In this work
we focus on the idealised absence of loss, describing a
Gaussian additive-noise channel such that τ = 1 and
ν > 0. The classification of channels with identical
transmissivities (τB = τT ) but different noise proper-
ties (νj ∈ {νB , νT }) is known as environment localisation
[45]. This has relevant applications in thermal imaging,
and eavesdropper identification in multi-mode communi-
cation channels.
In order to describe the transformation induced by

quantum channel patterns on global, m-mode Gaussian
states, let us define the useful matrix function

I[a]i :=

m
⊕

j=1

(

aij 0
0 aij

)

, (12)

where a is some physical channel property that varies
with respect to position in the pattern, i. If V is an m-
mode CM of a Gaussian state (with zero first moments),
then transformation under the action of Ei is given by

Vi = (I[
√
τ ]i) V (I[

√
τ ]i)

T + I[ν]i . (13)

II. UNASSISTED MULTI-CHANNEL
DISCRIMINATION

A. Unassisted Block Protocols

Since the use of idlers is not always practical, it is in-
teresting to ask how we may design a quantum enhanced
block protocol without them. That is, can we identify a
block-unassisted protocol Bu that can also provide quan-
tum advantage over the best classical protocol? To do
this, one may introduce entanglement between multipar-
tite signal states rather than relying on idler-assisted en-
tanglement. An important question arises when employ-
ing multipartite states for multi-channel discrimination:
How should entangled probe states be distributed over
the channel pattern in order to enhance the block pro-
tocol? For an m-length channel pattern there are many
ways in which these probe states can be distributed. We
refer to probe-domains as regions of a channel pattern
over which multipartite probe states are irradiated.

Consider an m-length channel pattern. A block-
unassisted protocol using multipartite states allocates an
M -copy, n-mode probe state to interact with a subset of
n ≤ m channels whose labels are contained within the set
s = {s1, . . . , sn}, si ∈ [1,m]. In turn, we can describe a
probe sub-state ρ⊗M

s which is potentially entangled over
the probe-domain s but is separable with respect to any
subset of channels that are not contained in s. Consider-
ing a number of multipartite states irradiated over differ-
ent probe-domains, we may define an n-partite discrete
distribution (or partition set) of channel sub-patterns

S =

n
⋃

j=1

sj , ∃ j s.t k ∈ sj , ∀k ∈ [1,m], (14)

where the condition on the RHS demands that each chan-
nel in the pattern is contained in at least one subset. One
can then define a global, unassisted, multipartite probe
state

ρ⊗M
S =

n
⊗

j=1

ρ⊗M
sj

. (15)

As introduced in Ref. [44], we can identify two unique
regimes of unassisted block protocols with multipartite
probe states: Fixed block protocols and dynamic block
protocols. These strategies differ in their disjointedness
properties of the probe-domain distribution.

B. Fixed Block Protocols

If the probe-domain distribution is disjoint (which we
label via the subscript Sd) then no two subsets are per-
mitted to share the same channel. The probe-domain
distribution takes the form

Sd =

n
⊔

j=1

sj , such that sj ∩ sk = ∅, ∀j, k. (16)

where ⊔ denotes a disjoint-union operator, which implic-
itly asserts the pairwise disjointedness of all subsets in
Sd. Again we demand that all channels labels are ac-
counted for, but now each label is strictly contained in a
single subset sj .
Since all probe-domains are disjoint, then all the sub-

states ρ⊗M
sj

can be simultaneously irradiated on their re-
spective sub-regions of the channel pattern without any
overlaps. We may describe this strategy as a fixed block
protocol, Bu

fix, inspired by its operational interpretation.
Disjointedness in the distribution S implies that each
probe sub-state is fixed on a specific region of channels
over the complete course of discrimination.

C. Dynamic Block Protocols

If the probe-domain partition set is non-disjoint, then
there will exist subsets s ∈ S that share some channels.
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That is, multipartite probe states may overlap over sub-
regions of the channel pattern, and the overall block-
unassisted protocol must be modified to address this
property. Let us relabel the non-disjoint probe-domain
distribution Snd in order to make clear the distinction
between disjoint and non-disjoint probe-domain distri-
butions.
A non-disjoint distribution can always be decomposed

into an r-length sequence of disjoint sets. More precisely,

Snd =

r
⋃

i=1

Si
d =

r
⋃

i=1

⊔

s∈Si
d

s, (17)

such that Si
d denotes a disjoint sub-collection of probe-

domains. Each Si
d need not contain all channel labels

1, . . . ,m, however the overall distribution Snd must ac-
count for all channels.
This decomposition informs us that a non-disjoint dis-

tribution of multipartite probes can be irradiated on a
multi-channel over the course of r rounds of disjoint pat-
tern interaction. That is, one can apply multipartite
probe states with overlapping domains at different dis-
joint rounds in a protocol, contributing to a single com-
plete round of discrimination. This defines a dynamic
block protocol, Bu

dy, i.e. since the probe configuration
“moves” throughout the protocol, it can be described as
dynamic (see Ref. [44] for more details).

The investigation and utilisation of dynamic proto-
cols require some important clarifications. Firstly, one
must be careful when comparing M -copy probe state
resources within fixed/dynamic protocols. A disjoint
probe-domain distribution using M -copy probe states
will interact with each channel precisely M times. How-
ever, a non-disjoint distribution can have overlapping
probe-domains, therefore some channels may be probed
more than M times over the course of r disjoint rounds
of pattern interaction. For this reason, we must instead
study the average channel use M̄ which refers to the av-
erage number of times a channel is probed across a com-
plete, M -copy block protocol. For an arbitrary probe-
domain distribution S, the average channel use is simply

M̄(S) = M

m

∑

s∈S
|s|. (18)

Clearly, if we utilise M -copy probes in a fixed protocol
we will return M̄(Sd) = M , since there are no overlaps
and thus

∑

s∈Sd
|s| = m. But a dynamic protocol with

overlapping channels will have M̄(Snd) ≥M . Therefore,
when comparing block protocols, we demand that they
have an identical average channel use. By fixing the aver-
age channel use M̄ , we can then compute the appropriate
number of probe copies required for a fair comparison be-
tween different protocols,

M(S) = m
∑

s∈S |s|M̄. (19)

The average channel use provides a much more accu-
rate interpretation of channel interaction for multipar-
tite block protocols. Interestingly, non-disjoint probe-
domain distributions can invoke fractional numbers of
probe-copies 0 < M < 1 while still using an average
channel use M̄ = 1. This has the operational interpre-
tation of probabilistically interacting with the quantum
channels in each disjoint round.

D. Dynamic to Fixed Block Protocol
Transformation

Given an image space U and an ensemble {pi; Ei}i∈U
that defines a multi-channel discrimination problem, we
can always utilise the upper and lower bounds on the
error probability of classification from Eqs. (7) and (8) to
benchmark their performance. In the case of unassisted
block protocols, this requires that we choose a probe-
domain distribution S, a class of input state ρ to build
multipartite probe states, and a number of probe copies
M = M(S). In many cases, the error bounds can then
be readily computed.
For dynamic block protocols with a non-disjoint Snd,

a further modification is required to investigate the er-
ror bounds. An overlapping channel within Snd can
be probed by two independent and separable quantum
states, irradiated over unique probe-domains. These in-
teractions will happen at different disjoint rounds in the
dynamic block protocol. We cannot treat these instances
as channel interactions within the same Hilbert space,
because they are completely separable, taking place at
different times.
To deal with this, we can invoke a transformation of

the dynamic block protocol into a fixed representation.
All instances of overlapping channels can be considered
to introduce a new quantum channel which is an identical
copy of its original, and is concatenated onto the origi-
nal channel pattern. For a non-disjoint probe-domain
distribution Snd with mov overlaps, an m-length channel
pattern will be mapped to a (m+mov) modified channel
pattern with mov “copy channels”. More precisely, this
mapping follows,

i = {i1, . . . , im} 7→ νi =
⋃

s∈Snd

{ij}j∈s. (20)

Here, we have denoted νi as the modified quantum pat-
tern. By iterating over all patterns in the image space, a
modified image space is constructed U → {νi}i∈U .
In this way a dynamic block protocol can be equiv-

alently represented as a fixed block protocol, with the
simultaneous irradiation of all the sub-states on a mod-
ified image space. The multi-channel ensemble that
embodies a discrimination problem is also transformed
{pi; Ei}i∈U 7→ {pi; Eνi

}i∈U , where the modified channel
patterns take the form,

Ei 7→ Eνi
=
⊗

s∈Snd

⊗

j∈s

Eij . (21)
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Thanks to this transformation from dynamic to fixed pro-
tocol, we can now conveniently analyse the error bounds
from Eqs. (7) and (8). Assuming the use of a global,
unassisted probe state in accordance with a generally
non-disjoint S,

ρS =

n
⊗

j=1

ρsj
→ ρS,νi

= Eνi
(ρS), (22)

then its error probability of classification is bounded by

perr ≥
1

2

∑

i 6=i′∈U
pipi′F

2M (ρS,νi
, ρS,νi′

), (23)

perr ≤
∑

i 6=i′∈U

√
pipi′F

M (ρS,νi
, ρS,νi′

). (24)

For more insight into unassisted multi-channel discrimi-
nation protocols, we refer the reader to Ref. [44].

III. ANALYTICAL METHODS

A. Bosonic Unassisted Protocols

In this work we assume the use of a specific form
of multipartite quantum probe for the discrimination of
bosonic channel patterns; the CV-GHZ state Φm

µ [52].
This a fully-symmetric, m-mode Gaussian state which
(assuming zero first moments) is fully characterised by
its covariance matrix (CM),

Φm
µ → V m

µ =











µI Γ . . . Γ
Γ µI . . . Γ
...

. . .
. . .

...
Γ Γ . . . µI











,
µ := NS + 1

2 ,

Γ := diag(c1, c2),

(25)
where NS is the mean photon number irradiated on each
channel, and c1, c2 are correlation parameters. Setting

c1 = −c2 = cmax := (m− 1)−1
√

µ2 − 1/4 (26)

maximises the quantum correlations between each mode,
such that all m-modes in the global state are entangled.
When m = 2 these become TMSV states, which we de-
note by ϕµ := Φm=2

µ .
When utilised within a multi-channel discrimination

setting, CV-GHZ states allow us to exploit inter-probe
entanglement to enhance output state distinguishability.
These states are extremely versatile since they are simply
parameterised by their intensity of squeezing, and can be
readily used to construct n-partite entangled states. In-
deed, given a general (disjoint or non-disjoint) n-partite
probe-domain distribution S we may define a multipar-
tite CV-GHZ state,

ΦS
µ =

n
⊗

j=1

Φsj
µ → V S

µ =

n
⊕

j=1

V sj
µ (27)

where Φ
sj
µ and V

sj
µ describe an entangled CV-GHZ sub-

state irradiated over the jth channel sub-pattern sj . Af-
ter interacting with an arbitrary channel pattern Es, the
output states from the protocol can be represented via

ΦS
i,µ := Ei(ΦS

µ) → V S
i,µ, (28)

where V S
i,µ is transformed according to Eq. (13).

B. Fidelity Degeneracies

In the most general setting, we can always compute
the fidelity-based performance bounds from Eqs. (7) and
(8) numerically, by iterating over all the unequal pairs
of channel patterns in an image space U and computing
the fidelity between their respective output states. How-
ever, for larger channel patterns and image spaces, this
numerical approach can become computationally infeasi-
ble. For a deeper understanding of discrimination proto-
cols and greater efficiency, it is useful to unveil analytical
properties of these bounds.
The use of fully-symmetric probe states, like the CV-

GHZ states, is extremely useful for simplifying the cal-
culation of these fidelity bounds. When assuming the
use of these states, we find that the fidelity is often
highly degenerate. That is, a particular output fidelity
F (Φi,µ,Φi′,µ) is often equivalent to the output fidelity
of many other pairs of channel patterns. This is more
precisely explained for m-mode CV-GHZ states in The-
orem 1.

Theorem 1 Consider two subsets of u/v-CPF image
spaces respectively X and Y, where

dh(i, i
′) = d > 0, (29)

∀i ∈ X ⊆ Uu
CPF, i

′ ∈ Y ⊆ Uv
CPF. (30)

where dh(i, i
′) is the Hamming distance between patterns

i, i′. This means that X and Y are Hamming distance
preserving subsets of Uu

CPF and Uv
CPF. Consider two

GPI binary channel patterns Ei, Ei′ with identical physical
properties, and an m-mode CV-GHZ probe state Φµ. It
follows that the fidelity

F [Ei(Φµ), Ei′(Φµ)] = F (Φi,µ,Φi′,µ), (31)

is degenerate for all X ∋ i 6= i′ ∈ Y.

The proof for this theorem is found in Appendix A.
This degeneracy property is enormously useful. If we
consider an arbitrary image space U , then the total num-
ber of ways that we can select unequal pairs (and there-
fore compute potential output fidelities in Eqs. (7) and
(8)) of channel patterns is |U|(|U|− 1). For large pattern
spaces, this will be enormous. Luckily, Theorem 1 in-
forms us that when using fully symmetric CV-GHZ states
as input quantum probes, the number of unique fidelities
that may occur when probing an arbitrary image space
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is dramatically smaller than this. Indeed, this fidelity
degeneracy property tells us that if there are exactly gfid
unique output fidelities, typically gfid ≪ |U|(|U| − 1).

It is useful to introduce the following convenient nota-
tion to compactly describe the unique output fidelities.
Let us collect the channel pattern properties that invoke
a degenerate output fidelity. We define a pair of target
numbers u and v as the number of target channels in
i and i′ respectively. The fidelity degeneracy also de-
pends on the Hamming distance between these patterns,
dh(i, i

′) = d. Along with squeezing µ, these parameters
fully characterise any potential output fidelity that can
be obtained by irradiating m-mode CV-GHZ states over
m-length channel patterns. As such, we can collect them
into the following object,

[u : v|d] 7→ [Target no. tuple |Hamming distance]. (32)

In doing so, we can succinctly define a unique fidelity
function,

F[u:v|d] := F (Φi,µ,Φi′,µ), (33)

∀i ∈ Uu
CPF, i

′ ∈ Uv
CPF, such that dh(i, i

′) = d. (34)

This states the output fidelity betweenm-mode CV-GHZ
states which have probed a pair of m-length binary chan-
nel patterns, which u and v target channels respectively,
and which have Hamming distance d.

Let us take an example: Consider a pair of m = 4
length channel pattern sequences, represented by binary
strings,

i = {0, 0, 1, 1}, i′ = {1, 1, 0, 1}. (35)

There are u = 2 target channels in i, and v = 3 target
channels in i′. Meanwhile, their Hamming distance is
dh(i, i

′) = 3. By probing the channel patterns Ei and
Ei′ with identical m = 4 mode CV-GHZ states Φµ, the
fidelity between the two possible output states is given
by

F (Φi,µ,Φi′,µ) = F[2:3|4]. (36)

More generally, we can collect all unique fidelities into a
single mathematical object which we call a unique fidelity
set. To do so we provide the following definition.

Definition 1 (Unique Fidelity Set): A unique fidelity
set Fm is the set of all non-degenerate and non-unit out-
put fidelities for m-mode CV-GHZ states which are gen-
erated when probing m-length binary channel patterns.
That is,

Fm =
{

F[u:v|d]
∣

∣

∣

v≥u∈{0,...,m},
d∈{v−u,...,min{u+v,2m−(u+v)}

}

. (37)

This iterates over all valid combinations of target num-
bers u, v and Hamming distances d for m-mode states
and m-length binary multi-channels.

For example, it is easy to see that for m = 2 (TMSV
states irradiated over m = 2 length channel patterns)
the unique fidelity set is simply

F2 = {F[0:1|1], F[0:2|2], F[1:1|1], F[1:2|1]},
= {F0:1, F0:2, F1:1, F1:2},

(38)

where in the second line we drop the Hamming distance
label d, since there is only one unique Hamming distance
per pair of target numbers.

C. General Analytical Method

Fidelity degeneracies are at the crux of our analytical
method for simplifying discrimination error bounds in the
unassisted multi-channel setting. They tell us that when
using CV-GHZ states over binary channel patterns, the
number of output fidelities required for computing the
bounds in Eqs. (7) and (8) is greatly diminished.
Consider an n-partite probe-domain distribution

S = {sj}nj=1 which constructs an unassisted probe state
to be irradiated over m-length channel patterns. Let us
at first assume that S is disjoint, and thus describes a
fixed-protocol. Given an m-length channel pattern i, we
can split this up into n sub-patterns is, which are used
to define regions of multi-channels within the global pat-
tern. That is,

i =
⊔

s∈S
is =

⊔

s∈S
{ij}j∈s (39)

Hence, each sub-pattern is corresponds to a multi-
channel Eis which is probed by a CV-GHZ state. Using
this fixed protocol, consider the fidelity between the po-
tential output states associated with probing two binary
channel patterns i and i′, given by F (ΦS

i,µ,Φ
S
i′,µ). We

can exploit the multiplicativity of the fidelity in order to
write

F (ΦS
i,µ,Φ

S
i′,µ) = F

(

⊗

s∈S
Φs

is,µ
,
⊗

s∈S
Φs

i′s,µ

)

, (40)

=
∏

s∈S
F (Φs

is,µ
,Φs

i′s,µ
). (41)

That is, the total output fidelity is equal to the product
of all the output fidelities from the local sub-patterns is
being probed by |s|-mode CV-GHZ states.

Crucially, knowledge of the CV-GHZ state fidelity de-
generacies allows us to simplify this product. Indeed,
given a probe domain s, we know the sub-pattern out-
put fidelity must be an element of the unique fidelity set,

F (Φs
is,µ

,Φs
i′s,µ

) ∈ F|s|. (42)

Therefore, it is desirable to obtain a general expression
for the total error quantity in Eq. (9) which is exclu-
sively constructed in terms of fidelities from the unique
fidelity sets. In doing this, we can hugely simplify the er-
ror bounds in Eqs. (7) and (8) by removing the necessity
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to compute all the possible output fidelities within a po-
tentially very large image space. In this way, we can con-
struct a general tool for all unassisted multi-channel dis-
crimination protocols using fully symmetric input states.

Let us define a counting function ti :=
∑|i|

j=1 ij which
counts the number of target channels contained within a
channel pattern i. Then given a probe-domain distribu-
tion S, we can equivalently express Eq. (41) via

F (ΦS
i,µ,Φ

S
i′,µ) =

∏

s∈S

∏

F[u:v|d]∈F|s|

F
δ[u:v|d](is,i

′
s)

[u:v|d] , (43)

where we define the Kronecker-delta type function which
selects the appropriate sub-fidelity from F|s| associated
with a particular sub-pattern pair,

δ[u:v|d](j, j
′) =

{

1, [tj : tj′ |dh(j, j′)] = [u : v|d],
0, otherwise.

(44)

Here, δ[u:v|d] is used to correctly remove or apply con-
tributions from the unique fidelity set dependent on the
nature of the sub-patterns. As a result, we can express
the total error quantity from Eq. (9) in a very general
way,

DF [U ,M ] =
∑

i 6=i′∈U

∏

s∈S

∏

F[u:v|d]∈F|s|

F
Mδ[u:v|d](is,i

′
s)

[u:v|d] , (45)

This simply the total error quantity rewritten exclusively
in terms of unique output fidelities. Using Eqs. (7) and
(8), the error probability can then be bounded according
to

1

2|U|2DF [U , 2M ] ≤ perr ≤
1

|U|DF [U ,M ]. (46)

The above method applies directly to dynamic pro-
tocols as well as fixed protocols. If the probe-domain
distribution being considered is non-disjoint, one need
only perform the dynamic to fixed protocol transforma-
tion from Section IID, retrieving a modified image space
{νi}i∈U . Then the previous methodology can be immedi-
ately applied. That is, for generally non-disjoint S we can
easily adapt Eq. (45) by using the Kronecker-delta type
function δ[u:v|d](νis ,νi′s

) which acts on modified channel
sub-patterns. Hence this approach is completely general
for any probe-domain distribution.
While this appears abstract and inconsequential, it is

in fact a very powerful result. Given any image space
U , a probe domain distribution S and its unique fidelity
sets, we can readily determine the analytical expression
DF used to derive the error bounds of its respective pro-
tocol. While this method may still demand a (poten-
tially large) iteration over an image space for compli-
cated probe distributions, it can always be done using
symbolic-programming techniques and need only be car-
ried out once. The exact, analytical distribution can then
be stored as a simple function, and utilised at will. This
supersedes any brute force method used to directly com-
pute these bounds.

D. Constrained Probe-Domains

We obtain greater simplifications if we restrict all
probes to a constant domain size, such that |s| = k, ∀s ∈
S. This means that all of the sub-fidelities will belong
to the same unique fidelities set, Fk. It is then useful
to define a function that counts the number of times a
specific sub-fidelity occurs over all sub-patterns,

c[u:v|d](i, i
′) :=

∑

s∈S
δ[u:v|d](is, i

′
s). (47)

For example, if c[0:1|1](i, i′) = 3, then over the entire
probe-domain distribution, there exist three instances
where the output fidelity F[0:1|1] has occurred between
sub-patterns in i, i′. Then the very general Eq. (45) can
be simplified because we can exclusively consider fideli-
ties from Fk,

DFk
[U ,M ] =

∑

i 6=i′∈U

∏

F[u:v|d]∈Fk

F
Mc[u:v|d](i,i

′)

[u:v|d] . (48)

E. Two-Mode Probe-Domains

While it is interesting to explore the use of (m > 2)-
mode CV-GHZ states, widening its domain of entangle-
ment quickly becomes detrimental. As the quantum cor-
relations of the state become more widespread, their in-
tensity diminishes, causing a rapid decay in their util-
ity for quantum sensing [44]. Hence there is strong mo-
tivation to maximise these correlations by constraining
probes to collections of two-mode states. As discussed
in Eq. (38), all two-mode sub-fidelities are unique with
respect to Hamming distance, and therefore we can sim-
plify the total error quantity,

DF2
[U ,M ] =

∑

i 6=i′∈U

∏

Fu:v∈F2

FMcu:v(i,i
′)

u:v . (49)

That is, for any binary multi-channel discrimina-
tion problem which exclusively uses unassisted TMSV
states, the fidelity-based error bounds will always be
a polynomial function of the four unique sub-fidelities,
F2 = {F0:1, F0:2, F1:1, F1:2}.
There is good reason to utilise exclusively two-mode

inputs and dynamic protocols to optimise unassisted per-
formance. The behaviour of each unique sub-fidelity
Fu:v ∈ F2 in Eq. (38) depends on different environmen-
tal parameters, and the mean photon number of the
probe sources. Crucially, some of the sub-fidelities in this
unique fidelity set are more distinguishable than others,
meaning that the ability to discriminate particular pairs
of multi-channels can vary significantly from one to the
other.
For instance, in a quantum reading setting (discrimina-

tion of multiple bosonic lossy channels) the sub-fidelity
F0:2 is typically much larger than all of the other sub-
fidelities. This means that when irradiating unassisted
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TMSV states over pairs of bosonic lossy channels, it is dif-
ficult to distinguish between the multi-channels EB ⊗EB
(zero target channels) and ET ⊗ ET (two target chan-
nels). This pair of multi-channels is particularly difficult
to discriminate for unassisted protocols, and will lead
to a decay in overall discrimination performance. It is
therefore desirable to avoid directly probing equivalent
pairs of channels together, EB ⊗ EB or ET ⊗ ET with
entangled TMSV states. However, we cannot possibly
know where these pairs of channels exist before choosing
a probe-domain distribution.
Yet, through the use of non-disjoint probe-domain dis-

tributions the contribution of poorly distinguishable sub-
fidelities can be minimised. By probing a channel in con-
junction with numerous other channels in the pattern, we
increase the likelihood of probing a more distinguishable
collection of quantum channels. In this way, even if a
poorly distinguishable collection of channels is probed, it
is highly likely that each channel will also be probed in
conjunction with a more distinguishable one. This can
be thought of as gathering more “opinions” on the true
nature of channels in the pattern, improving the overall
discrimination error rate.
Abstractly, dynamic protocols can be interpreted as a

form of intrinsic error-correction, achieved by the shifting
of probe-domains. The application of a non-disjoint dis-
tribution of probe states is mathematically treated by en-
coding channel patterns {i}i∈U into modified, extended
patterns {νi}i∈U , consistent with this distribution. In
doing so, the encoded global patterns become easier to
distinguish than their original versions, increasing the
probability of probing distinguishable multi-channels.

F. Dynamic k-Local Discrimination Protocols

Even when constrained to two-mode probe-domains,
there are still clearly an enormous number of non-disjoint
distributions that can be considered. In general, every
binary channel pattern i can possess a (not necessarily
unique) optimal probe-domain distribution for which the
error probability of classification is minimised. For many
channel patterns in an image space U , there may exist
a vast range of probe-domain distributions which should
be used for different multi-channels. However, applying
the optimal probe-domain distribution for every chan-
nel pattern in the image space would require knowledge
of the pattern before the fact; undermining the task of
discrimination. Instead, it is much more practical and
realistic to devise probe-domain distributions which are
not necessarily optimal, but perform well when averaged
over an entire image space, and utilise entanglement to
obtain quantum advantage.
To this end, we can pragmatically devise a class of

dynamic block protocol which we call k-Local Near-
est Neighbour (k-LNN) protocols. These are unassisted
block protocols which use exclusively TMSV states such
that over the course of a single round of discrimination,
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Figure 2. (a) The non-disjoint to disjoint mapping for a two-
mode constrained, 2-local nearest neighbour (2-LNN) proto-
col. (b) Depicts the fidelity computation of two potential pat-
terns undergoing this mapping.

every channel in the pattern will be probed in conjunc-
tion with k other channels. To ensure that each channel
is probed within exactly k probe domains, we can de-
fine unique neighbourhoods. More precisely, for the jth

channel in an m-length multi-channel we can define a
k-element set of the indices of neighbouring channels,
Nk(j). Neighbours can be defined spatially, e.g. nearby
channels defined on a lattice can be considered neigh-
bours. However, this is an arbitrary choice and neigh-
bours can be defined in whichever manner is most suit-
able to the application.
In the following we provide a formal definition of k-

LNN protocols.

Definition 2 (k-Local Nearest Neighbour Protocols):
An M -copy, k-LNN protocol is an unassisted dynamic
block protocol which irradiates m-length channel patterns
using kmM TMSV states. Each channel is probed in
conjunction with exactly k-neighbouring channels, where
neighbours are defined using a k-width neighbourhood
function Nk(j). The probe-domain distribution follows

Sm
k =

m
⋃

i=1

⋃

j∈Nk(i)

{i, j}, (50)

while valid values of the neighbourhood width k satisfy

k =
2n

m
∈ N, for n ∈ N, k < m. (51)

As a result, an M -copy input state is the product state of
many TMSV states,

ϕ
Sm
k ⊗M

µ :=

m
⊗

i=1

⊗

j∈Nk(i)

ϕ{i,j}⊗M
µ . (52)

where ϕ
{i,j}
µ is a TMSV state irradiated over the ith and

jth channels of the global multi-channel.

It is not possible to create a k-LNN protocol for anym-
length channel pattern or neighbourhood width, k. This
is a consequence of an inability to create a probe-domain
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distribution which contains each channel exactly k-times.
For example, when k = 1, then all channels are probed
using precisely one TMSV state along with one other
channel. Therefore the probe-domain distribution is dis-
joint, and we have a fixed block protocol. Yet, k = 1 is
only valid when there are an even number of channels.
Otherwise, for all 2 ≤ k ≤ m−1, the protocol is dynamic.
The average channel use of a k-LNN protocol will be

M̄ = kM , since each channel is probed k-times per
discriminatory round. Furthermore, dynamic protocols
described by this non-disjoint partition set Sm

k can be
mapped to a modified, disjoint format as discussed in
Section IID. For example, for m = 9 and k = 2, we
generate the probe-domain distribution

S9
2 = {1, 2} ∪ {2, 3} ∪ . . . ∪ {8, 9} ∪ {9, 1}. (53)

These modified patterns can now be discriminated dis-
jointly using km = 18 TMSV probes. Fig. 2(a) illustrates
the dynamic to fixed block protocol mapping for m = 9
channels, and k = 2 neighbours. Furthermore, Fig. 2(b)
shows how the dynamic to block protocol transformation
can then be used to simplify output fidelity calculations
into a product of two-mode sub-fidelities.

IV. RESULTS

With the previous context and technical ingredients in
hand, we are now able to unveil new, analytical error
bounds for the bosonic unassisted multi-channel discrim-
ination protocols. In particular, we derive analytical er-
ror bounds for dynamic k-LNN discrimination protocols
which can achieve quantum advantage in the context of
quantum reading and environment localisation. We find
that not only are these unassisted dynamic protocols bet-
ter than classical protocols, but in some cases are able
to match the performance of idler-assisted protocols for
large parameter ranges.

A. Fixed Discrimination Protocols

Since the probe-domain distribution of a fixed block
protocol constrained to two-mode probe states must be
disjoint, it can only ever be used over an even number
of quantum channels. Hence, in the following we focus
on m-length channel patterns where m = 2l, l ∈ N in
order to maintain an even parity of channel pattern. For
instance, we can devise a fixed block protocol such that
a channel pattern is disjointly probed using l-pairs of
TMSV states according to the disjoint probe-domain dis-
tribution S = {12|34| . . . |(2l−1)2l}. This corresponds to
a (k = 1)-LNN protocol, since each channel is probed in
conjunction with precisely one of its neighbouring chan-
nels.
By exploiting the fidelity degeneracies of TMSV states

and using Eq. (49), there are some immediate expres-
sions that can be found to derive analytical error bounds.

Consider the task of CPF for m-length bosonic Gaussian
channel patterns using this fixed, two-mode constrained
block protocol. Assuming equal a priori probabilities for
all patterns pi = 1/m, ∀i ∈ UCPF it can be easily shown
that the average error probability is bounded by

1

2m2
DF2

[UCPF, 2M ] ≤ perr ≤
1

m
DF2

[UCPF,M ],

DF2
[UCPF,M ] = mFM

1:1 +
(

2C2
m −m

)

F 2M
0:1 .

(54)

The derivation of this expression can be found in Ap-
pendix B. For the purposes of position based quan-
tum reading, these bounds can be shown to guarantee
quantum advantage in some parameter ranges of back-
ground/target transmissivities and low signal energies.
However if the number of channels is odd m = 2l + 1,
there is a problem; one must utilise either a single mode
input state on the remaining “odd” channel, or employ
a three-mode input state within the probe-domain dis-
tribution. Both of these scenarios lead to a rapid decay
in discrimination performance. Meanwhile, for environ-
ment localisation tasks, the above bound reveals to be
completely ineffective [44].
We can derive analytical error bounds with similar per-

formance for the discrimination of uniform channel pat-
terns (barcodes, i ∈ Um) with an even number of chan-
nels,

1

22m+1
DF2 [Um, 2M ] ≤ perr ≤

1

2m
DF2 [Um,M ],

DF2
[Um,M ] =

[

1+FM
0:1+F

M
1:2+

FM
1:1+F

M
0:2

2

]

m
2

− 1.

(55)

Again, these bounds offer quantum advantage for quan-
tum reading, but fail to do so for environment locali-
sation. In the following section, we show how dynamic
discrimination protocols can remedy these issues.

B. Channel Position Finding

Let us focus on the use of k-LNN dynamic block pro-
tocols for the multi-channel discrimination task of CPF.
Exact error bounds corresponding to these protocols can
be derived using Eq. (49), and admit a remarkably com-
pact form. Indeed, it is sufficient to insert the mod-
ified image space {νi}i∈UCPF

into Eq. (49) and semi-
numerically derive exact expressions. However, we show
in Appendix B how the following results can be derived
in an intuitive fashion.
For a valid k-LNN dynamic protocol using M -copy in-

put probes, and assuming equal priors we find the error
probability of classification is bounded according to

1

2m2
Dk

F2
[2M ] ≤ perr ≤

1

m
Dk

F2
[M ],

Dk
F2
[M ] = km(F 2k−2

0:1 F1:1)
M + (2C2

m − km)F 2kM
0:1 .

(56)
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Here we have dropped explicit notation dependence on
the image space Dk

F2
[UCPF,M ] = Dk

F2
[M ] for conve-

nience and clarity. Clearly, when assuming an even num-
ber of channels, the fixed block protocol bounds from
Eq. (54) are reproduced by setting k = 1. Yet for valid
values of k > 1 the parity assumption no longer matters,
and we gather a spectrum of CPF error bounds for any
m which utilise different collections of TMSV states.
The efficacy of these bounds can be readily studied

by supplementing the exact expressions for the two-
mode sub-fidelities Fu:v into the above expressions (see
Appendix E). For quantum reading purposes, these
bounds observe discrimination performance close to idler-
assistance, and guarantee strong quantum advantage for
all k and many channel parameters. In many cases, the
performances 2 ≤ k ≤ m − 1 are very similar, and it is
sufficient/convenient to use k = 2. However, in the set-
ting of environment localisation the employment of over-
lapping probe-domains becomes critical to performance,
and further increasing the neighbourhood parameter k
leads to huge performance gains. Indeed, disjoint prob-
ing structures in this regime fail dramatically, but are
remedied by dynamic probing.
In both cases, we find that the best performance is

achieved by the maximising the number of overlapping
probe domains, i.e. k = kmax = m − 1, such that each
channel is probed in conjunction with every other chan-
nel. The performance of a kmax-LNN dynamic proto-
col for CPF is characterised by the remarkably succinct
bounds,

perr ≥
(m− 1)

2m
(F

2(m−2)
0:1 F1:1)

2M , (57)

perr ≤ (m− 1)(F
2(m−2)
0:1 F1:1)

M . (58)

Quantum advantage can be guaranteed in this setting
when the quantum upper bound in Eq. (58) is smaller
than the best known classical lower bound [34, 45]. For
CPF, the M -copy, classical lower bound is given by

perr ≥
(m− 1)

2m
F 4M
cl . (59)

where Fcl is the fidelity between the optimal, single mode
coherent states used for classical multi-channel discrimi-
nation (see Appendix D for explicit expressions).
In order to fairly compare these protocols, we must

also ensure they both utilise the same average channel
use, M̄ . The dynamic protocol has an average channel
use of

M̄(Sm
kmax

) = kmaxM = (m− 1)M, (60)

since it probes every channel (m− 1) times per round of
discrimination. Therefore to match resources with the
classical protocol we provide it with only M/(m − 1)
probe copies. This adjustment is made when compar-
ing any quantum/classical protocols in this paper. Using
the log-ratio of these bounds (see Eq. (64)) for a sensitive

measure of quantum advantage, one finds that advantage
is guaranteed when

M ≥ log10(2m)

4 log10 (Fcl)− 1
(m−1) log10

(

F
2(m−2)
0:1 F1:1

)
. (61)

This gives us a lower bound on the number of probe
copies required to guarantee quantum advantage for
idler-free CPF under certain environmental parameters.

C. Larger Image Spaces and Generalised CPF

It is desirable to generalise these results to larger, more
complex image spaces, such as those pertaining to the
task of u-CPF or barcode decoding. Yet for generally k-
LNN dynamic protocols, this becomes very difficult. An-
alytical expansions of the total error quantity in Eq. (49)
do not necessarily take expedient forms for arbitrary im-
age spaces U or all values of k. However, it is always pos-
sible to semi-numerically generate these expressions via
symbolic programming, which can be stored and used at
will.
Fortunately, the output states of kmax-LNN dynamic

protocols regain the fidelity degeneracy properties of m-
mode CV-GHZ states. More precisely, when all channels
are identically probed in conjunction with every other
channel using TMSV states, the fidelity of output states
becomes degenerate with respect to Hamming distance
preserving subspaces of u/v-CPF image spaces. This is
thanks to the symmetry properties of the total input and
output probe states. Hence, it is possible to write a
theorem analogous to Theorem 1 for the output states
of kmax-LNN protocols, rather than m-mode CV-GHZ
states (see Theorem 2, Appendix A for more details).

Following this logic, it is now possible to write a new
unique fidelity function between output states of kmax-
LNN protocols. Consider a pair of m-length channel pat-
terns i and i′ which have Hamming distance dh(i, i

′) = d
and each contain precisely u target channels, i.e. i, i′ ∈
Uu
CPF. Then the unique fidelity function takes the form,

F kmax

[u:u|d] = F
d[2(m−u)−d]

2
0:1 F

d2

4
1:1F

d(d−2)
4

0:2 F
d(2u−d)

2
1:2 . (62)

Clearly, when d = 0, F kmax

[u:u|d] = 1 as expected. Further-

more, it can be seen that the error bounds in Eqs. (57)
and (58) emerge from this expression, by setting u = 1
and d = 2 for the task of CPF and correctly normalis-
ing. For more general output fidelities between i ∈ Uu

CPF
and i′ ∈ Uv

CPF channel patterns where u < v, the unique
fidelity function is

F kmax

[u:v|d] := F kmax

[u:u|d]

[

F0:1F
v−u

2
0:2 F

− v−u
2

1:1 F
(d−2(v−u))
1:2

]
v−u

2

,

(63)
See Appendix C for the explicit derivation of these func-
tions.
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Pure-Loss: (a) 1-CPF (b) 8-CPF
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Add-Noise: (c) 1-CPF (d) 8-CPF
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Figure 3. Log-ratio of guaranteed advantage ∆adv for 64 cell
patterns: (a),(b) Position based quantum reading of pure-loss
channels with ideal backgrounds ηB = 1, and a fixed total
number of photons per channel MNS = 500. (c),(d) Environ-
ment localisation, with background additive noise channels
with νB = 0.02. The total number of photons per channel is
fixed at MNS = 1000.

With these output fidelity expressions in hand, it is
straightforward to construct analytical error bounds for
the discrimination of more complex image spaces via
kmax-LNN protocols. Using recently developed tools
from Refs. [37, 38], it is possible to simplify the sum over
unequal channel patterns in the error bounds of Eqs. (7)
and (8). This is achieved by re-parameterising the sum in
terms of the Hamming distance between equal or unequal
u/v-CPF image spaces, and applying basic counting ar-
guments. For explicit expressions of these bounds, we
provide full details in Appendix C.

D. Quantum Advantage and Performance

Using the bounds derived in the previous section, unas-
sisted, dynamic protocols can be shown to significantly
outperform optimal classical ones for the tasks of quan-
tum reading, and environment localisation. The key met-
ric of advantage used is the log-ratio of the optimal clas-
sical lower bound pcl,LBerr , to the upper bound of our idler-
free quantum protocols pq,UB

err . Quantum advantage is
guaranteed when,

∆adv := log10

(

pcl,LBerr

pq,UB
err

)

≥ 0, (64)

(a) Pure-loss: M = 500, NS = 10.
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(b) Add-Noise: M = 2000, NS = 20.
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Figure 4. Log-ratio of guaranteed advantage ∆adv for the
idler-free discrimination of m = 25 cell uniform patterns (bar-
codes), for (a) quantum reading and (b) environment locali-
sation. Filled plots depict regions of advantage, while dashed
lines depict the advantage obtained by idler-assisted proto-
cols.

granted that both protocols possess identical resources
(carefully accounting for the increased average channel
use of dynamic protocols).

1. Quantum Reading

Fig. 3 depicts regions of guaranteed quantum advan-
tage for the tasks of (a) single CPF and (b) 8-CPF quan-
tum reading of 64 cell patterns of pure-loss channels. In
both cases, we consider an ideal background channel with
transmissivity ηB = 1, and vary the target transmissiv-
ity, ηT . Here the total number of photons is fixed at
MNS = 500 per channel over the entire protocol. We
find that in both scenarios, when the mean photon en-
ergy satisfies 0 < NS . 100 then the dynamic kmax-LNN
protocol exhibits strong quantum advantage in a vast re-
gion of parameter space. When employing very low en-
ergy probes, 0 < NS . 5, one observes a very high level
of guaranteed advantage. Dynamic protocols offer a clear
enhancement over alternative unassisted protocols, such
as the fixed strategy in [43].
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More complex image spaces with variable target chan-
nel number can be investigated using Eq. (C37). Fig. 4
(a) plots regions of parameter space within which guar-
anteed advantage is possible for the quantum reading of
uniformly distributed m = 25 cell patterns (barcodes).
When NS = 10 and M = 500, we may guarantee advan-
tage provided either target or background transmissivity
satisfy (ηi & 0.88) ∧ (ηj & 0.6) for i 6= j ∈ {B, T}.
Idler-assistance is also able to achieve advantage in lower
transmissivity regimes, where unassisted protocols can-
not. However, in regions where unassisted protocols are
effective, they achieve close to identical performance with
idler-assisted strategies.

2. Environment Localisation

Similar advantage is shown in Fig. 3 for (c) single CPF
and (d) 8-CPF environment localisation of additive-noise
channels for 64 cell patterns. In this setting, we fix the
background noise at νB = 0.02, and set the total pho-
ton input per channel at MNS = 1000. Entanglement
shared between probe states is much more fragile with
respect to noise than loss, nonetheless, significant lev-
els of guaranteed advantage are still attainable for both
tasks. Yet, the parameter space within which advantage
can be obtained shrinks with respect to increasing image
space complexity.
For environment localisation, things are more difficult

when the target channel number is variable. The fragility
of entanglement to high levels of noise means that unas-
sisted protocols are only effective in a low-noise regime.
In CPF settings with large numbers of background chan-
nels of low noise (such as in Fig. 3(c) and (d)) the in-
put states remain resilient, and entanglement can be ex-
ploited effectively for enhanced performance. Fig. 4(b)
plots regions of parameter space within which guaran-
teed advantage is obtained for environment localisation
ofm = 25 cell barcodes. Here, the quantum enhancement
becomes much more difficult to maintain. GivenNS = 20
and M = 2000, advantage is approximately guaranteed
when (νi . 0.04) ∧ (νj . 0.11) for i 6= j ∈ {B, T}. Since
additive-noise channels describe an idealised thermal-loss

channel, we can conclude that unassisted, advantageous
protocols for environment localisation are only feasible in
a very low loss, low noise setting.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We have derived exact, analytical error bounds for a
class of idler-free multi-channel discrimination strategies
which we label dynamic protocols. These unassisted,
non-adaptive protocols exploit entanglement without an-
cillary systems, and use variable probing configurations
to minimise their average error probability over binary
image spaces. Applying these protocols in the bosonic
setting for the tasks of quantum reading and environment
localisation, we have shown that significant quantum ad-
vantage can be obtained over the best known classical
strategies in a variety of settings, without the need for
idler-assistance.
These dynamic discrimination methods offer new, ex-

perimentally feasible ways to exhibit quantum superior-
ity over classical methods without the requirement of
quantum memories. In particular, their efficiency over
pure-loss channels make them ideal for realising high-
rate, position-based quantum reading over large collec-
tions of cells in an optical memory.
There are many future directions of interest regarding

these protocols. The extension to (d > 2)-ary channel
patterns and more complex image spaces offers a criti-
cal area of interest. Furthermore, combining idler-free
strategies with with cutting edge machine-learning meth-
ods could offer a practical path for quantum-enhanced
pattern recognition in an optical setting.
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Appendix A: Fidelity Degeneracies

In order to compute the error bound quantities dis-
cussed in Section III, we require the following tools:

1. CV-GHZ Output States

Lemma 1 For m-mode CV-GHZ states interacting with
strictly u-CPF, GPI channel patterns i ∈ Uu

CPF, the
output ensemble possesses geometrical uniform symme-
try (GUS) assuming equal priors pi = 1/Cu

m.

Proof. The strictly u-CPF image space with equal
priors is given by Uu

CPF such that all i occur with proba-
bility pi = 1/Cu

m and possess exactly u-target channels.
The output ensemble from CV-GHZ state probing
provides an output ensemble {1/Cu

m; Φi,µ}i∈Uu
CPF

. Since
the input state Φµ is fully symmetric and the number of
target channels is fixed, then any possible output state
can be generated by permuting the modes of an initial
output state. That is, we can devise a set of a symmetry
unitaries {Su

i }i∈Uu
CPF

such that for all i, j ∈ Uu
CPF we

can write Φi,µ = Su
i Φj,µS

u†
i . When i = j, then the

permutation operator is simply the m-mode identity.

Hence all output states from a u-CPF image space
have GUS, and this can be exploited with respect to the
fidelity.

Proof. (Proof of Theorem 1):
Consider the output quantum state ensembles according
to the probing of a u-CPF image space i ∈ Uu

CPF and
the v-CPF image space i′ ∈ Uv

CPF using bosonic CV-
GHZ states Φµ. By Lemma 1 these output ensembles
possess GUS. Therefore we can generate any possible pair
of output states using the permutation operators Su

i and
Sv
i′ respectively, and using any initial output state from

each space, which we label Φj,µ and Φj′,µ. Then any
fidelity between output states from these image spaces is
given by,

F (Φi,µ,Φi′,µ) = F (Su
i Φj,µS

u†
i , Sv

i′Φj′,µS
v†
i′ ). (A1)

The fidelity will only be degenerate when the symmetry
unitaries Su

i = Sv
i′ are equal, since identically applied

unitaries U cannot increase the distance between quan-
tum states F (UρU†, UσU†) = F (ρ, σ). These symme-
try operators Su

i = Sv
i′ = Pab are simply permutation

unitaries that exchange the modes a = {a1, . . . an} and
b = {b1, . . . , bn} [53]. Since the identical permutation of
modes of both states does not alter the Hamming dis-
tance between re-ordered patterns, it follows that

F (PabΦi,µP
†
ab, PabΦi′,µP

†
ab) = F (Φi,µ,Φi′,µ), (A2)

and therefore the fidelity is then degenerate with respect
to sub-spaces X ⊆ Uu

CPF and Y ⊆ Uv
CPF within which

the Hamming distance is preserved.

The exploitation of fidelity degeneracies is the most
critical tool in this paper, and is effectively used to sim-
plify and analyse error bounds for general multipartite
input states.

2. kmax-LNN Output States

Consider strictly u-CPF patterns i ∈ Uu
CPF. The use of

a kmax-LNN dynamic block protocol means that within
every full round of discrimination, we will use TMSV
states to probe every possible pair of channels within
the channel pattern. Thus, each channel is probed in
conjunction with exactly kmax = m − 1 other channels.
This probe domain distribution takes the general form,

Sm
kmax

=

m−1
⋃

i=1

m
⋃

j=i+1

{i, j}. (A3)

For example, for m = 4, this probe-domain distribution
takes the explicit form,

S4
3 = {1, 2}∪{1, 3}∪{1, 4}∪{2, 3}∪{2, 4}∪{3, 4}, (A4)

where it is clear that each channel label occurs precisely
kmax = m− 1 = 3 times throughout the distribution.
A kmax-LNN dynamic protocol can be studied by per-

forming the dynamic to fixed protocol transformation in-
troduced in Ref. [44]; converting m-length channel pat-
terns into a modified m(m − 1)-length channel pattern
within which copies of channels have been placed to
mimic the dynamic protocol. The transformation of a
generic m-length channel pattern then follows the probe-
domain distribution as discussed in the main text,

i = {i1, . . . , im} 7→ νi =
⋃

s∈Sm
kmax

{ij}j∈s, (A5)

=

m(m−1)
2
⋃

n=1

{ij}sn
, (A6)

where in the last expression we are explicitly indexing the
probe domains within the total kmax-LNN probe-domain
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distribution. Hence, there are exactly m(m− 1)/2 chan-
nel pairs that are considered within Sm

kmax
.

Given this probe domain distribution, we may define
the corresponding unassisted quantum input state that
it constructs. Let us denote TMSV states using ϕµ so
to distinguish them more easily from potentially larger
CV-GHZ states. Then the (single-copy, M = 1) input
state for a kmax-LNN dynamic protocol input state as

the tensor product m(m−1)
2 TMSV states, accounting for

each pair of channels that are probed together in the
protocol,

ϕµ :=

m(m−1)
2
⊗

c=1

ϕµ. (A7)

Since each sub-state in the global input state is of the
same mean photon number and are themselves fully sym-
metric, then the total state ϕµ is also fully symmetric.
We can then analyse the performance of these protocols
by studying the output states of ϕµ being irradiated over
the set of m(m − 1)-length modified channel patterns
{νi}i∈U . Any output state then takes the form

ϕνi,µ = Eνi
(ϕµ) =

⊗

s∈Sm
kmax

Eνis
(ϕµ), (A8)

where νis is a sub-pattern from the larger modified chan-
nel pattern.
We now reach an extremely important point. Let’s

explicitly consider the transformation of a u-CPF image
space according to Sm

kmax
, i.e. Uu

CPF 7→ {νi}i∈Uu
CPF

.
For every possible i ∈ Uu

CPF there are precisely u
target channels. As discussed in Lemma 1, since the
number of targets is always u then every pattern i

can be generated by simply permuting the positions
of target and background channels within the pattern.
Under the kmax-LNN dynamic protocol every channel
is probed in conjunction with every other channel,
therefore every pattern in the modified image space
must also contain precisely (m− 1)u target channels. It
then follows that any pattern νi ∈ {νi}i∈Uu

CPF
can be

generated by permuting the positions of pairs of target
and background channels within the pattern. Because
of this, we find that the output ensembles of these pro-
tocols interacting with u-CPF image spaces possess GUS.

Lemma 2 The output ensemble of a kmax-LNN dynamic
protocol interacting with strictly u-CPF, GPI channel
patterns i ∈ Uu

CPF
possesses GUS, assuming equal pri-

ors pi = 1/Cu
m.

Proof. Under this protocol and image space, an output
ensemble then takes the form, {1/Cu

m;ϕνi,µ}i∈Uu
CPF

.
Since ϕµ is fully symmetric and the number of target
channels is fixed for all patterns in the modified pattern
space {νi}i∈Uu

CPF
, then any possible output state can be

generated by permuting/rearranging TMSV sub-states

Eνis
(ϕµ) within the global output state. Therefore, we

can devise a set of symmetry unitaries {Su
νi
}i∈Uu

CPF
such

that for all i, j ∈ Uu
CPF we can write ϕνi,µ = Su

νi
ϕνj ,µS

u†
νi

which permute/exchange pairs of modes within the out-
put state. When i = j, then νi = νj and the symmetry
unitaries are simply m(m − 1)-mode identity operators.
Hence the output ensemble possesses GUS.

Interestingly, GUS does not apply to output ensem-
bles from dynamic protocols generated from any other
Sm
k probe distributions. This is because no other k-LNN

dynamic protocol invokes a channel pattern transforma-
tion which ensures that all patterns in the modified image
space possess the same number of targets. By choos-
ing any k < m − 1, then the corresponding modified
image space may have varying numbers of target chan-
nels in each νi. When this is the case, it is not possible
to transform between patterns via symmetry operators,
since symmetry operators are unable to change the num-
ber of targets in the channel pattern; thus removing GUS.
As a result of Lemma 2, we can produce an analogous fi-
delity degeneracy theorem for kmax-LNN dynamic block
protocols.

Theorem 2 Consider two subsets of u/v-CPF image
spaces respectively X and Y, where

dh(i, i
′) = d > 0, (A9)

∀i ∈ X ⊆ Uu
CPF, i

′ ∈ Y ⊆ Uv
CPF. (A10)

This means that X and Y are Hamming distance pre-
serving subsets of Uu

CPF and Uv
CPF. Let i, i′ 7→ νi,νi′ be

the mapping of the original patterns to a modified image
space according to a kmax-LNN dynamic block protocol.
For two GPI channel patterns Ei, Ei′ with identical phys-
ical properties, and an m(m− 1)-mode product of TMSV
states ϕµ, it follows that the fidelity

F
[

Eνi
(ϕµ), Eνi′

(ϕµ)
]

= F (ϕνi,µ,ϕνi′ ,µ
), (A11)

is degenerate for all X ∋ i 6= i′ ∈ Y.

Proof. By Lemma 2 the output ensemble satisfies GUS,
thus the proof follows in direct analogy to Theorem 1.

This theorem is used in Appendix C to derive explicit
fidelity formulae for Hamming distance preserving sub-
spaces of general CPF image spaces.

Appendix B: k-LNN CPF Bounds

While the CPF bounds presented in Eq. (56) can
be immediately generated by means of semi-numerical
methods and Eq. (49), it is possible to provide a more
intuitive explanation behind these results.
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1. k = 1 (Disjoint)

Consider first the case of k = 1, and an even num-
ber of channels, m = 2l > 2, l ∈ N. Then the probe
distribution is disjoint and requires no dynamic to fixed
protocol image space modification. Since the task of CPF
is embodied by an image space with patterns that have
precisely one target channel, any pair of CPF patterns
can be characterised by the pair of indices of those single
target channels, i.e i, i′ → i, i′. For example, the 3-length
pattern i = {B, T,B} = {0, 1, 0} → i = 2. When con-
strained to two mode input states over an even number
of m-channels and iterating over all unequal channel pat-
terns, then there are only two unique sub-fidelities that
will occur:

1. A pair of sub-patterns is ∈ {1, 2} → is ∈
{{1, 0}, {0, 1}} and i′s = 0 → i′s = {0, 0}, leading
to the sub-fidelity F0:1.

2. A pair of sub-patterns is = 1 7→ is = {1, 0} and
i′s = 2 7→ i′s = {0, 1} (and vice versa) leading to
the sub-fidelity F1:1.

What is the distribution of these fidelities when we con-
sider the sum over all non-unit fidelities throughout the
image space UCPF? The sub-fidelity F1:1 will only occur
when we sample a sub-pattern pair with targets that be-
long to the same probe-domain, i′s ∈ N1(is). This will
occur exactly m times, since each channel only has one
neighbour.
For all other sampled sub-pattern pairs, the sub-

fidelity F0:1 will occur twice per pattern when the tar-
get channels are outside of each other’s neighbourhoods.
This remaining number of patterns is (2C2

m −m), which
leads to the following fidelity distribution:

mF1:1 + (2C2
m −m)F 2

0:1, (B1)

which can then be used to compose Eq. (54). When the
number of channels is no longer even, this result does not
apply since we cannot disjointly partition an odd number
of channels into two-mode groupings.

2. k ≥ 2 (Non-Disjoint)

Let us complicate matters and let k = 2. Now there
is no restriction on m-channel parity, since we can con-
struct lattices of 2-local neighbourhoods regardless of the
number of channels. Defining the non-disjoint probe dis-
tribution Sm,2, we transform the image space according
to the dynamic to fixed protocol mapping, retrieving the
modified image space {νi}i∈UCPF

. Disjointly interacting
with this modified space using a 2m-mode collection of
TMSV states is then equivalent to studying the dynamic
protocol. The extended neighbourhood domain alters the
distribution of sub-fidelities across the pattern. Instead
of having only one target channel per pattern i, we have

two targets per modified pattern νi. We may obtain the
following scenarios:

1. Suppose we draw two unequal global patterns i, i′.
If i′ ∈ N2(i) (i.e. the target channel in i′ is in the
neighbourhood of the target channel in i) then we
will obtain a fidelity F1:1, for the same reasons as
in the k = 1 case. But now due to the copies
of channels which are inserted into the modified
image space, there will simultaneously be two fur-
ther instances of the sub-pattern pairs is = {0, 1}
and i′s = {1, 0} (and vice versa). This unique sub-
fidelity corresponds to F 2

0:1F1:1.

2. Suppose that the target channel in i′ is not in the
channel neighbourhood of i, that is i′ /∈ N2(i).
Then there will occur 4 instances of the sub-pattern
pair νis = {0, 0} and νi′s

= {1, 0} in the modified
pair of patterns, since there are no common neigh-
bours. This corresponds to the fidelity F 4

0:1.

The distribution of these fidelities is easy: Each chan-
nel possesses 2 neighbours, therefore the fidelity F 2

0:1F1:1

will occur exactly 2m times. The remaining sub-fidelities
which take the form F 4

0:1 will occur (2C2
m − 2m) times.

The total distribution is thus,

2mF 2
0:1F1:1 + 2(C2

m −m)F 4
0:1. (B2)

The generalisation to k-neighbours is now immediate.
For CPF image spaces, there will still only be two forms
of output fidelity based on whether the target channel in
the sampled pattern is within the other’s k-width neigh-
bourhood. As the neighbourhoods become larger, we in-
herit one fidelity more frequently than the other. If we
utilise k-width neighbourhoods,

∏

Fu:v∈F2

F cu:v(i,i
′)

u:v =

{

F 2k−2
0:1 F1:1, if i′ ∈ Nk(i),

F 2k
0:1, if i′ /∈ Nk(i).

(B3)

This is due to the increase in copy channels across the
modified channel pattern, reducing the number of in-
stances of identical sub-patterns. The fidelity F 2k−2

0:1 F1:1

will occur km times since each channel has k-neighbours,
and the remaining (2C2

m−km) fidelities will be F 2k
0:1. The

distribution then follows,

kmF
(2k−2)
0:1 F1:1 + (2C2

m − km)F 2k
0:1. (B4)

which produces Eq. (56). It is then clear that when we
set k = kmax = m− 1 that we gather

m(m− 1)F
2(m−2)
0:1 F1:1, (B5)

where the sub-fidelity term F 2k
0:1 no longer has any contri-

bution, since there is never an instance where the target
channel index in i′ is not in the neighbourhood of the
target channel in i.
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Figure 5. An example simplification of the output fidelity between m = 4 length CPF channel patterns when using a kmax-LNN
dynamic block protocol with probe-domain distribution S4,3 = {1, 2} ∪ {1, 3} ∪ {1, 4} ∪ {2, 3} ∪ {2, 4} ∪ {3, 4}. The fidelity
between output states from modified channel patterns (blue and red) can be simplified via the multiplicativity of the fidelity
and the degeneracy properties of CV-GHZ states.

Appendix C: kmax-LNN Generalised CPF Bounds

In the previous Appendix we derived the distributions
of output fidelities according to k-LNN dynamic proto-
cols over the CPF image space. More generally, we may
investigate u-CPF image spaces in which each channel
pattern u ∈ Uu

CPF contains exactly u target channels. For
general k-width neighbourhoods this is analytically very
difficult, however one can always algorithmically employ
Eq. (49) in order to generate analytical expressions. But
when k = kmax = m− 1, the fidelity degeneracy proper-
ties unveiled in Theorem 2 make it much easier to derive
precise, analytical expressions. In particular, we wish to
derive a formula for the output fidelity of unequal chan-
nel patterns from the same u-CPF image space, and then
unique u 6= v-CPF image spaces.

As proven in Theorem 2, the output fidelities of kmax-
LNN probing protocols defined by non-disjoint probe dis-
tributions Sm

kmax
are degenerate with respect to u/v-CPF

image sub-spaces that preserve the Hamming distance.
This is extremely useful, since it allows us to utilise the
tools from Section III C, and in particular, make use of
Eq. (49). Theorem 2 tells us that we can define a unique
output fidelity for kmax-LNN dynamic protocols which is
analogous to that of m-mode CV-GHZ states irradiated
over m-length bosonic Gaussian channel patterns. More
precisely, for a pair of target numbers u and v which
refer to the number of target channels in i and i′ respec-
tively and the Hamming distance between these patterns,
dh(i, i

′) = d we can define the unique fidelity function,

F kmax

[u:v|d] := F (ϕνi,µ,ϕνi′ ,µ
), (C1)

∀i ∈ Uu
CPF, i

′ ∈ Uv
CPF, such that dh(i, i

′) = d. (C2)

Importantly, since the fidelity is multiplicative, it is pos-
sible to express any unique fidelity F kmax

[u:v|d] as a product

of sub-fidelities from the two-mode constrained unique

fidelity set. More precisely, we can write

F kmax

[u:v|d] = F (ϕνi,µ,ϕνi′ ,µ
), (C3)

= F
(

⊗

s

ϕνis ,µ
,
⊗

s

ϕνi′s
,µ

)

, (C4)

(1)
=

∏

s∈Sm
kmax

F (ϕνis ,µ
, ϕνi′s

,µ), (C5)

(2)
=

∏

Fx:y∈F2

F fx:y(u,v,d)
x:y , (C6)

(3)
= F

f0:1(u,v,d)
0:1 F

f1:1(u,v,d)
1:1 F

f0:2(u,v,d)
0:2 F

f1:2(u,v,d)
1:2 .

(C7)

where in (1) we exploit the multiplicativity of the fi-
delity and in (2) we use the fidelity degeneracy of kmax-
LNN output states, and (3) we use the definition of
the two-mode constrained unique fidelity set F2. Here,
fx:y(u, v, d) is a counting function that counts the num-
ber of times the two-mode sub-fidelity Fx:y contributes
to the total output fidelity, given the target numbers u, v
and Hamming distance d between two channel patterns
i, i′.

1. u-CPF Output Fidelities

Let us first focus on this unique fidelity function be-
tween strictly u-CPF patterns i, i′ ∈ Uu

CPF, i.e. we wish

to study the fidelity function F kmax

[u:u|d]. We find that it

is possible to explicitly derive the counting functions
fx:y(u, v, d) via recursion. Here we provide a brief sketch
of how this can be achieved. Consider two initially iden-
tical m = 5 length channel patterns i = i′ for u = 2,

i = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0}, i′ = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0}, d = 0, (C8)

where the Hamming distance d between them is clearly
zero since they are identical. The fidelity between these
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two identical output states is of course F (ϕνi,µ,ϕνi′ ,µ
) =

1 meaning that initially all the counting functions should
satisfy fx:y(u, u, 0) = 0. What happens when the Ham-
ming distance is increased? The smallest increment that
the Hamming distance can be increased by is 2, corre-
sponding to the exchange of the position of a target chan-
nel within one of the patterns. For example, we can ex-
change the positions of a target and background channel
in i′ resulting in,

i = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0}, i′ = {1, 0, 0, 0, 1}, d = 2. (C9)

A further target channel exchange in i′ can further in-
crease the Hamming distance to its maximum value,

i = {1, 0, 0, 1, 0}, i′ = {0, 1, 0, 0, 1}, d = 4. (C10)

Since the output fidelity is degenerate with respect to the
number of target channels u and the Hamming distance,
it is sufficient to only investigate one instance of each
unique fidelity. Hence, it is possible to explore all the
unique output fidelities F kmax

[u:u|d] by keeping the channel

pattern i fixed, and monitoring how the counting func-
tions of each sub-fidelity behave when the other pattern
i′ is altered in such a way that changes the Hamming dis-
tance. This leads to recursive formulae for each counting
function with respect to the Hamming distance which
can each be easily solved.
In the following we consider two initially identical m-

length channel patterns i, i′ which are u-CPF, and derive
recurrence relations for the counting functions by keeping
i fixed and editing the pattern i′.

• The counting function f1:1(u, u, d) monitors the
number of times the sub-fidelity F1:1 occurs within
the total output fidelity expression. When d is in-
creased by 2, this means that a single background
(0) and target (1) channel in the pattern i′ have
been exchanged. Since every channel is probed in
conjunction with every other channel, then there
will be an increase of one pair of sub-patterns
νis = {0, 1} and νi′s

= {1, 0} between the modi-
fied images, due to an entangled probe pair irra-
diated over the exchanged indices. Since this ex-
change happens nowhere else in the pattern, it is
the only instance. Indeed, any additional exchange
of this kind increments the number of times that
this sub-pattern pair occurs. This corresponds to
the recursion relation,

f1:1(u, u, d) = f1:1(u, u, d− 2) + (d− 1). (C11)

• A similar behaviour is shown for the counting func-
tion f0:2(u, u, d). The sub-fidelity F0:2 only occurs
when we find pairs of sub-patterns νis = {0, 0} and
νi′s

= {1, 1} between the modified patterns. After
only one target channel exchange, there are still no
{0, 0}, {1, 1} pairs, since this would require a Ham-
ming distance of d = 4. But after two exchanges,

we can find two of these pairs by irradiating entan-
gled probes over both of the exchange sites. This
behaviour corresponds to the recursion relation,

f0:2(u, u, d) = f0:2(u, u, d− 2) + (d− 2). (C12)

• The function f0:1(u, u, d) describes the distribution
of νis = {0, 0} and νi′s

= {0, 1} pairs of channel
sub-patterns in the modified image space. Any u-
CPF pattern has exactly (m−u) background chan-
nels. When d is initially increased by 2, there is a
single background/target channel exchange; we la-
bel the channels involved in this as the exchange
channels. This leaves (m−u− (d−1)) background
channels uninvolved in the exchange. It is then al-
ways possible to construct an entangled probe pair
that is irradiated over an uninvolved background
channel, and an exchange channel. Since there are
two exchange channels, we conclude that there will
be an increase of 2(m− u− (d− 1)) occurences of
{0, 0}, {0, 1} sub-pattern pairs. This corresponds
to the recursion relation,

f0:1(u, u, d) = f0:1(u, u, d−2)+2(m−u−(d−1)). (C13)

• The function f1:2(u, u, d) describes the distribution
of νis = {0, 1} and νi′s

= {1, 1} sub-pattern pairs in
the modified image space, and its recursive formula
derived similarly to f0:1(u, u, d). A single, initial ex-
change involves two exchange channels. This leaves
(u − (d − 1)) target channels remaining through-
out the pattern that have not been involved in the
exchange. It is then always possible to irradiate
an entangled probe pair over an uninvolved tar-
get channel, and an exchange channel. This will
result in 2(u − (d − 1)) instances of {0, 1}, {1, 1}
sub-pattern pairs, corresponding to the recursion
relation,

f1:2(u, u, d) = f1:2(u, u, d− 2) + 2(u− (d− 1)). (C14)

In all cases, d = 2n, n ∈ N, and solving these recursion
relations provides the functions,

f1:1(u, u, d) =
d2

4
, (C15)

f0:2(u, u, d) =
d(d− 2)

4
, (C16)

f0:1(u, u, d) =
2d(m− u)− d2

2
, (C17)

f1:2(u, u, d) =
d(2u− d)

2
. (C18)

The full form fidelity can then be composed as the prod-
uct

F kmax

[u:u|d] = F
d[2(m−u)−d]

2
0:1 F

d2

4
1:1F

d(d−2)
4

0:2 F
d(2u−d)

2
1:2 , (C19)

which provides a total characterisation of any fidelity
that can occur when utilising a kmax-LNN dynamic block
protocol over strictly u-CPF image spaces.
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2. u/v-CPF Output Fidelities

To generalise the previous result, we need to consider
the case of potentially unequal CPF image spaces (non-
identical numbers of target channels in each channel pat-
tern) and thus provide a characterisation of the fidelity
of any pattern pair from different image spaces. Given
i ∈ Uu

CPF and i′ ∈ Uv
CPF and assuming that u < v, all

possible Hamming distances take the values:

d = dh(i, i
′) = 2t− (u+ v),

∀t ∈ {v, . . . ,min{u+ v,m}}. (C20)

This generates bounds on the Hamming distance,

dmin ≤ d ≤ dmax,

dmin := v − u, dmax := min {u+ v, 2m− (u+ v)} ,
(C21)

Therefore the Hamming distance may now have odd or
even parity based on the values of u/v unlike in the pre-
vious case of strict u-CPF. Furthermore, it is clear that
if we consider two patterns i ∈ Uu

CPF and i′ ∈ Uv
CPF,

then the minimum Hamming distance will never be zero,
but some non-zero value. Hence, it can be easily shown
that the recursive functions take the following minimum
Hamming distance values,

f0:1(u, v, dmin) = (m− v)(v − u),

f1:1(u, v, dmin) = 0,

f0:2(u, v, dmin) =
1

2
(v − u− 1)(v − u),

f1:2(u, v, dmin) = u(v − u),

(C22)

which clearly collapse to zero when v = u, as before.
The recursive relationships then follow intuitively from
the arguments of the previous section,

f0:1(u, v, d) = f0:1(u, v, d− 2) + 2m− (u+ v)− 2(d− 1),

f1:1(u, v, d) = f1:1(u, v, d− 2) + (d− 1),

f0:2(u, v, d) = f0:2(u, v, d− 2) + (d− 2),

f1:2(u, v, d) = f1:2(u, v, d− 2) + (u+ v)− 2(d− 1).
(C23)

These recursive functions are simple to solve with the
initial conditions, and we find the following generalised
sub-fidelity exponents for images drawn from u/v-CPF
image spaces:

f0:1(u, v, d) =
2d(m− v)− d2 + dmin

2
, (C24)

f1:1(u, v, d) =
d2 − d2min

4
, (C25)

f0:2(u, v, d) =
d(d− 2) + d2min

4
, (C26)

f1:2(u, v, d) =
d(2v − (d− dmin))− 2d2min

2
. (C27)

These can be seen to be generalisations of the strictly u-
CPF exponents where we account for different distance
ranges using dmin, and can be re-expressed in terms of
Eqs. (C15)-(C18). The output fidelity with respect to
Hamming distance can then be expressed for any u and
v,

F kmax

[u:v|d] =F
2d(m−v)−d2+dmin

2
0:1 F

d2−d2min
4

1:1

×F
d(d−2)+d2min

4
0:2 F

d(2v−(d−dmin))−2d2min
2

1:2 .

(C28)

3. Generalised CPF Error Bounds

Error Bounds for u-CPF

Consider the image space ofm-length channel patterns
that possess precisely u target channels, i.e. the u-CPF
image space Uu

CPF. For pairs of channel patterns from
this image space, all the possible Hamming distances take
the values

dh(i, i
′) = 2(t− u), ∀t ∈ {u+ 1, . . . , 2u}. (C29)

Using the fidelity degeneracy properties of kmax-LNN
output states, the total error quantity can be written
as a sum over all unique Hamming distances within the
u-CPF image space,

Dkmax
u:u [M ] =

∑

i 6=i′∈Uu
CPF

FM (ϕνi,µ,ϕνi′ ,µ
), (C30)

=

2u
∑

t=u+1

Ct
mC

u
t C

2u−t
u (F kmax

[u:u|2(t−u)])
M . (C31)

This result follows from the use of the unique fidelity
function defined in Eq. (62), and basic counting argu-
ments over the space of all u-CPF channel patterns for
which we refer the reader to Appendix E, Ref. [38] for
more details. Using this formula in Eq. (C31) then al-
lows us to write the following error bounds,

1

2(Cu
m)2

Dkmax
u:u [2M ] ≤ perr ≤

1

Cu
m

Dkmax
u:u [M ]. (C32)

These bounds are easily confirmed by setting u = 1 and
d = 2, which reproduces Eqs. (57)-(58) immediately.

Error Bounds for Bounded CPF

We may also consider more general image spaces based
on the CPF formalism. Introduced in [38], one can
study Bounded CPF (BCPF), which refers to a scenario
in which there is ambiguity over the number of targets
present in each channel pattern. That is, we can consider
a larger image space which is the union of a number of
CPF image spaces,

Uu
CPF =

⋃

u∈u

Uu
CPF (C33)
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where u contains all possible numbers of target chan-
nels in any image in the space. If u = {0, . . . ,m} then
the total image space Uu

CPF is the complete set of all bi-
nary channel patterns. Similarly one may define u = {1}
such that there is no ambiguity over the number of target
channels, and we regain the single target channel CPF
image space.

In this setting, the total error quantity can be decom-
posed into two contributions: Errors that are generated
from misclassifying channel patterns from the same im-
age space, and errors that are generated from misclassi-
fying channel patterns from different image spaces. This
can be more precisely written as,

Dkmax
u [M ] =

∑

i 6=i′∈Uu
CPF

FM (ϕνi,µ,ϕνi′ ,µ
), (C34)

=
∑

j∈u

Dkmax
u:u [M ] +

∑

u∈u

∑

v 6=u

D̃kmax
u:v [M ]. (C35)

Here D̃kmax

F2
[M ] is sum over all unequal fidelities between

u-CPF and v-CPF patterns when u 6= v, which describes
a contribution to the error probability from the misclas-
sification of channel patterns from different CPF image
spaces. Let u ≤ v count the number of targets in each
image space. Then the valid Hamming distance between
any two patterns is given by the Eqs. (C20) and (C21).
Once again, following the counting arguments in [38],
it can be shown that this error contribution can be re-
parameterised in terms of the Hamming distance and the

degenerate output fidelities,

D̃kmax
u:v [M ] =

min{u+v,m}
∑

t=v

Ct
mC

v
t C

(u+v)−t
v (F kmax

[u:v|2t−(u+v)])
M

(C36)
With these results at hand, and letting Σ :=

∑

u∈u C
u
m be

the uniform a priori probability of each channel pattern,
the error probability associated with u-BCPF using the
kmax-LNN unassisted discrimination protocol is given by

1

2Σ2
Dkmax

u [2M ] ≤ perr ≤
1

Σ
Dkmax

u [M ]. (C37)

Appendix D: Classical Output Fidelities

The best known classical multi-channel discrimina-
tion protocols are achieved via single-mode coherent
states. For quantum reading, these take the form
⊗m

i=1 |NS〉〈NS |i. Probing a single pure loss channel with
either ηB or ηT transmissivity, the fidelity between the
two possible output states is given by [37],

F loss
cl = exp

[

−NS

2
(ηB − ηT )

2

]

. (D1)

For additive noise channels, the optimal classical input
state is just the m-copy vacuum state |0〉⊗m

, since dis-
placements or phase shifts have no impact on the output
states from the channel. Probing a single additive-noise
channel with either νB or νT noise, the fidelity between
the two possible output states is given by [45],

F add
cl = (

√

(νT + 1)(νB + 1)−√
νT νB)

−1. (D2)

Appendix E: Two-Mode Sub-Fidelities

The two mode output sub-fidelities over binary channel patterns relevant to quantum reading and environment
localisation (for additive noise channels) can be derived through the use of Gaussian fidelity formula from [54]. For
quantum reading purposes, define ηj for j ∈ {B, T} background or target transmissivity, and NS as the mean photon
number of the incident probe. Then the sub-fidelities take the form,

F0:1(NS , ηT , ηB) = F1:2(NS , ηB , ηT ) =
−
√

θ − |φ|+ |ψ| −
√

θ + |φ|+ |ψ|√
2φ

, (E1)

F1:1(NS , ηT , ηB) =
1

NS (−2
√
η̄ + η∗) + 1

, (E2)

F0:2(NS , ηT , ηB) :=
2NS

√
η̄ +

√

NS(η̃ − 4NS η̄)− 1

1−NS η̃
, (E3)
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where the following quantities are defined,

η̄ = ηBηT (1− ηT )(1− ηB), η̃ = (ηB + ηT − 2)(ηB + ηT ), η∗ = ηB + ηT − 2ηBηT , (E4)

θ = 4
√

η3BηTN
2
S

√

(ηB − 1)3(ηT − 1), (E5)

θ̃ = 2
√

η3BηTNS(NS + 1)− ηTNS − 1, (E6)

φ = θ̃ − η2BNS(NS − 1)− ηBNS(ηT (NS − 1) + 3), (E7)

ψ = θ̃ + ηBη∗N
2
S(2ηB − 3) + ηBNS (η̃ + 2ηBηT − 3) . (E8)

For the purposes of environment localisation of additive noise channels, denoting the additive noise properties νj for
j ∈ {B, T}, the sub-fidelities take the form,

F0:1(NS , νT , νB) = F1:2(NS , νB , νT ) =

√

νBωB

(

γ̄ +
√
γB,T γT,B

)

+
√

1 + γ̄ + νBωB(γ̄ + 2 +
√
γB,T γT,B)

γ̄ + 2νBωB + 1
(E9)

F1:1(NS , νT , νB) =
1

2
[

ν̃T,B − νT −
√

ν̃T,B ν̃B,T

]

+ 1
(E10)

F0:2(NS , νT , νB) =
1

√

2νBωT (2νTωB + 1) + νT (ωT + 2µ) + νB + 1− 2
√
νBνTωBωT

(E11)

where we define the quantities,

µ = NS +
1

2
, (E12)

ωj = νj + 2µ, (E13)

ν̃i,j = NS(νi + νj) + νi(νj + 1), (E14)

γi,j = 2µ(νi + νj) + νi(2νj + 1)− νj , γ̄ =
γB,T + γT,B

2
. (E15)
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